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Human song exhibits great structural diversity, yet certain aspects
of melodic shape (how pitch is patterned over time) are widespread. These include a predominance of arch-shaped and descending melodic contours in musical phrases, a tendency for phrase-ﬁnal
notes to be relatively long, and a bias toward small pitch movements between adjacent notes in a melody [Huron D (2006) Sweet
Anticipation: Music and the Psychology of Expectation (MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA)]. What is the origin of these features? We hypothesize that they stem from motor constraints on song production
(i.e., the energetic efﬁciency of their underlying motor actions)
rather than being innately speciﬁed. One prediction of this hypothesis is that any animals subject to similar motor constraints on song
will exhibit similar melodic shapes, no matter how distantly related
those animals are to humans. Conversely, animals who do not
share similar motor constraints on song will not exhibit convergent
melodic shapes. Birds provide an ideal case for testing these predictions, because their peripheral mechanisms of song production
have both notable similarities and differences from human vocal
mechanisms [Riede T, Goller F (2010) Brain Lang 115:69–80]. We use
these similarities and differences to make speciﬁc predictions about
shared and distinct features of human and avian song structure and
ﬁnd that these predictions are conﬁrmed by empirical analysis of
diverse human and avian song samples.
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ong exists in every human culture and exhibits a vast diversity
of forms (1). What regularities exist amid this diversity, and
what is their origin? This question is relevant to debates over the
evolutionary and biological foundations of music (2, 3). One
widespread feature is a tendency to create melodies from a limited set of stable pitches or pitch intervals (i.e., the use of musical
“scales”) (4, 5). This may reﬂect a human cognitive tendency to
create sound sequences from a small inventory of discrete elements, which are generatively recombined to form unique patterns. [This propensity is well known from language, in which
unique sentences are produced from a ﬁnite set of phonemes
(5).] Although musical scales and pitch intervals have recently
attracted attention from biologists (6, 7), much less attention has
been paid to the melodic “shape” of human song (i.e., how pitch
patterns unfold over time). Cross-cultural research has revealed
several widespread aspects of melodic shape, including (i) a predominance of arch-shaped and descending melodic contours in
musical phrases, (ii) a tendency for phrase-ﬁnal notes to be relatively long, and (iii) a bias toward “smooth” pitch contours (i.e.,
a statistical bias toward small pitch movements between adjacent
pitches in a melody) (8–10) (Fig. 1).
What is the origin of these features? In the study of speech,
universal design principles are often taken as the hallmark of
biological specialization for language (11). In contrast, we hypothesize that many widespread features in the melodic shape of
song stem from motor constraints on song production, rather than
being innately speciﬁed. By “motor constraints” we mean that the
sound-producing actions underlying different melodic shapes
vary in their energetic cost and that less costly actions are favored
(cf. 12). Consequently, certain melodic shapes are widespread. A
brief analogy helps to illustrate this argument: when humans swim
they can adopt many different motor patterns, including the
“butterﬂy” (which involves simultaneously lifting both arms out of
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the water and rotating them about the shoulder) and the “crawl”
(which involves lifting one arm out of the water at a time, while
rolling the body to the side). Both are effective ways of swimming,
but because of the biomechanics of the human body in water, the
crawl is less energetically expensive than the butterﬂy. According
to a motor constraint hypothesis, this difference accounts for the
fact that the crawl is a much more commonly observed swimming
pattern than the butterﬂy.
The motor constraint hypothesis for human song claims that
energetic costs (i.e., the metabolic energy required for production) underlie widespread features of melodic shape described
above and leads to testable predictions. One prediction of this
hypothesis is that any animals subject to similar motor constraints
on song will exhibit similar melodic shapes, no matter how distantly related those animals are to humans. Conversely, animals
who do not share the same motor constraints on song will not
exhibit convergent melodic shapes. Birds provide an ideal case for
testing these predictions. The ancestors of humans and birds
diverged more than 250 million years ago, and the functional
anatomy of humans and birds differs in many respects (13). Nevertheless, birdsong specialists have recently emphasized several
(convergently evolved) commonalities in the vocal production
biomechanics of birds and humans, while also noting speciﬁc differences (14). Two major commonalities are (i) birds and humans
use respiratory air pressure to drive sound-producing oscillations in
membranous tissues (the vocal folds in humans; the labial folds in
birds), and (ii) the resulting sounds are ﬁltered by a vocal tract
whose shape can be rapidly changed to emphasize or attenuate
certain frequencies (15–20). A major difference between birds and
humans concerns the fact that birds have two sets of oscillating
membranes that can be controlled independently (in the two-sided
syrinx), whereas humans only have one set (in the larynx) (14).
On the basis of our motor constraint hypothesis, we use these
biomechanical similarities and differences to predict speciﬁc
acoustic similarities and differences in the melodic shape of human and avian song, as detailed below. Testing these predictions
requires empirical comparison of human and avian song structure
based on diverse samples in both domains. Hence the selection of
materials for analysis was an important part of this study. For
human data we chose folk songs, using the largest cross-cultural
database of digitally encoded folk songs that have been segmented into individual phrases: the Essen Musical database (21).
This corpus contains music notation for 9,467 folk songs (52,899
phrases) from 32 geographic regions including Austria, China,
France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Nova
Scotia, Russia, Scotland, Switzerland, and Yugoslavia (Table S1).
Although this represents a small sample of the world’s cultures,
the inclusion of many songs from China (>2,000) allows us to test
whether the patterns we study are primarily European or are more
general in nature. Of course, any widespread song features in this
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database cannot be claimed as “universals,” yet they merit attention because the motor constraint hypothesis predicts that
these patterns will be found across the diversity of human cultures.
A sample folk song from this database is shown in Fig. 1 A and B.
For bird data we chose songs in which all notes had either
a pure-tone quality or a harmonic structure with a fundamental
frequency as the harmonic with the most power. That is, we
focused on “tonal” birdsongs, to conduct empirical comparisons
of pitch patterns in avian and human song. In addition, we focused on birdsongs with at least ﬁve notes, low background noise,
and signiﬁcant pitch variation (Experimental Methods). Using
multiple sources, including research libraries and published recordings, we compiled a taxonomically diverse sample of birdsongs from 54 songbird families, with 80 species represented (one
song per species; Table S2). Three birdsongs from our database
are shown in Fig. 2. In gathering birdsongs we focused on songbird (oscine) families because they are the richest source of tonal
songs in the avian world. Like humans, oscines are vocal learners.
Some suboscines also produce songs, but these songs are not
learned from an auditory model (22). Although we focus on
songbirds in this study, our motor constraint hypothesis should
also apply to suboscines that produce tonal songs with peripheral
vocal mechanisms akin to those in songbirds.
Our empirical comparative analyses followed the following
strategy: for each of the three widespread aspects of melodic
shape under investigation, we examined our human and birdsong
corpora, ﬁrst conﬁrming its existence in human song and then
testing for speciﬁc similarities and differences to birdsong, on the
basis of the predictions of the motor constraint hypothesis. In
conducting this work, it is important to consider whether our
selection criteria for birdsongs (i.e., tonal songs with signiﬁcant
pitch variation) may have biased us toward ﬁnding certain kinds
of pitch patterns. Our criteria excluded birdsongs containing
Tierney et al.

a more varied selection of sounds, including buzzy, noisy, or clicklike notes containing inharmonic frequencies (e.g., the songs of
European starlings, Sturnus vulgaris). Instead, we focus on birdsongs with notes containing strong fundamental frequency contours, resulting in clear pitch patterns. Crucially, however, the
mere existence of clear pitch patterns in birdsongs does not,
a priori, imply that these patterns will follow any particular shape.
Thus, we believe the outcome of our study is not predetermined
by our selection criteria.
One other possible concern with our approach is that our
analysis of human song relies on notation rather than acoustic
recordings, whereas our analysis of birdsong focuses on recordings. Ideally, our analyses would focus on recordings in both
domains, but extensive audio corpora of culturally diverse human folk songs, consisting of single melodic lines segmented into
individual notes and phrases, are not readily available. Thus, our
analysis of notation raises the question of how closely the patterns we observe reﬂect those found in actual human singing.
This is an important question, because it is known that pitch and
timing patterns in music performance are not identical to the
values indicated by notation (23). For example, a singer may
“bend” (lower or raise) the pitch of a note, or alter a note’s
duration, for expressive effect. However, our analyses of pitch
patterns do not focus on the ﬁne-grained nuances of melodic
shape but on broad features such as overall contour and the
average size of pitch intervals in a melody, which are similar in
performance and notation (24). Furthermore, our analysis of
phrase-ﬁnal lengthening is conservative, because research shows
that in music performance the ﬁnal notes of phrases are even
longer than indicated by notation (25, 26). Thus, we fully expect
that our notation-based ﬁndings will be replicated when broadbased audio corpora of human song are analyzed in the future.
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Fig. 1. Example human melody, illustrating arch-shaped and descending melodic contours, relatively long phrase-ﬁnal notes, and smooth pitch contours. (A)
A German folk song from the Essen database, in Western music notation (Audio File S1). The song consists of three phrases. (B) The same song represented as
a pattern of pitch vs. time in semitones (ST) from the tonic pitch (F4 or 349 Hz, the last pitch of the melody). The blue horizontal lines show the pitch values of
individual tones and their relative durations, and phrase boundaries are indicated by dashed vertical lines (in this song, all tones have one of two possible
durations, short and long: note how phrase-ﬁnal tones are always long). Red dots within each phrase show the mean pitch of the ﬁrst, second, and last third
of each phrase. (C) Melodic contour shapes (ascending, arch, and descending) assigned to the three phrases according to the pitch patterns of the red dots in B
(see text for details). (D) The melody in B with the individual notes in each phrase randomly reordered in time, illustrating the more jagged contours that
result (i.e., a tendency for larger jumps between adjacent pitches, compared with the original melody, which has a relatively “smooth” pitch contour by
comparison). In the Essen database, phrases had an average of 9.5 notes each, excluding rests (SD = 3.4) and an average range of 8.9 semitones (st) between
the highest and lowest note of the phrase (SD = 3.7). Songs had an average of 5.6 phrases each (SD = 2.8).

Fig. 2. Example bird songs (Audio Files S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6). (A) Waveform and spectrogram of a ﬁeld sparrow song, Spizella pusilla (family Emberizidae), to
illustrate the pitch contours of individual notes. (B) Two notes from the birdsong represented as pitch–time contours, with the mean pitches of each third of
the note shown by red dots, as in Fig. 1B. Shown below the pitch contours are the melodic contour shapes assigned to these two notes. (Shape classiﬁcation
was done for all birdsong notes: the notes in B are shown for illustrative purposes. Several more examples of birdsong note shape classiﬁcation are given in
Figs. S3–S7.) (C) Waveform and spectrogram of a Eurasian treecreeper song, Certhia familiaris (family Certhiidae), to illustrate the tendency for long ﬁnal
notes. (D) Waveform and spectrogram of a summer tanager, Piranga rubra (family Thraupidae), to illustrate a tendency for large pitch jumps between
adjacent notes. Birdsongs in our corpus averaged 2 s in duration (SD = 1.2), had 13.7 notes on average (SD = 8.1), and an average range of 9.0 semitones
between the median frequencies of the highest and lowest notes of the song (SD = 4.5). On the basis of the median frequency of each note in the corpus, the
average frequency of birdsong notes was 3,730 Hz (SD = 1,584). Field sparrow image courtesy of Kelly Colgan Azar. Eurasian treecreeper image courtesy of
Sergey Yeliseev. Summer tanager image courtesy of Jeff Whitlock.
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Melodic Contour and Respiratory Constraints. Human song phrases,

like spoken utterances, are produced during exhalations in which
air pressure beneath the vocal folds (“subglottal pressure”) is
regulated to inﬂuence the loudness and pitch of sound (26).
Subglottal pressure during these exhalations has a characteristic
proﬁle: it rises rapidly near the beginning of the utterance, stays
relatively steady or declines slightly during most of the utterance
(with smaller modulations involved in regulating loudness and
pitch), and falls sharply at the end (27). Humans can control the
pitch of their voice independently of subglottal pressure (via the
tension of the vocal folds), yet other things being equal, higher
pressure leads to faster vocal fold vibration and hence higher
pitch (28). Thus, higher pitches should be easier to produce when
subglottal pressure is high, and vice versa. On the basis of this
motor constraint one would expect two types of pitch contours to
predominate in human song phrases: arch-shaped contours that
rise to a peak and then fall, and descending contours that start
high and gradually lower in pitch over the course of a phrase.
Following the method of Huron (9), we classiﬁed all song
phrases in our human corpus into one of nine melodic contour
shapes: rising, falling, rising-falling (arch), falling-rising, etc.
Speciﬁcally, each phrase was converted to a pattern of pitch vs.
time, divided into three equal time segments, and the mean pitch of
each segment was taken. The resulting three pitch values formed
a pattern that was classiﬁed into one of nine possible shapes,
depending on whether the ﬁrst and last pitches were higher, lower,
or equivalent to the middle pitch. Fig. 3A shows a histogram of
the resulting shapes. Conﬁrming Huron’s earlier ﬁndings (based
on European folk songs), arch and descending contours were the
most common melodic shapes. Notably, arch contours were signiﬁcantly more common than their inverse shape (V-shape), and
descending contours were signiﬁcantly more common than their
inverse ascending shape (both P < 0.0001, binomial test). (These
patterns held for the corpus as a whole and for Chinese songs
analyzed separately.) These distributional biases are predicted by
the motor-constraint hypothesis, because the biomechanical relationship between subglottal pressure and vocal fold vibration rate
should make arch and descending pitch contours more energetically efﬁcient to produce than their inverse shapes.
Songbird vocalizations are primarily produced during controlled exhalation, and given the similarities in the myoelastic-

Fig. 3. Distribution of melodic contour shapes in (A) human song phrases
and (B) individual birdsong notes. Following ref. 9, all contours were
assigned to one of nine possible shapes, as described in the text.
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aerodynamic sound-producing mechanisms in humans and birds
(14), the motor constraint hypothesis predicts that arch and
descending contours will predominate in birdsong. In testing this
prediction, one important difference between birds and humans
was taken into account. Unlike humans, birds tend to breathe
between the individual notes of their songs, likely because this
allows them to sing longer songs by constantly replenishing the
small air sacs that supply the lungs (17). This means that each note
is produced by a separate small exhalation, which leads to the
prediction that arch and descending contours will predominate
at the level of individual notes. To test this prediction we used
computer software to track the fundamental frequency contours of
all notes in our corpus (n = 1,092) on sound spectrograms (Experimental Methods). We then converted each frequency contour
into a pitch contour and classiﬁed its shape using methods identical to those described above for human song phrases (Fig. 2B;
note that conversion of avian contours from a linear Hz scale to
a logarithmic semitone scale did not inﬂuence the pattern of
results; Experimental Methods). Fig. 3B shows the resulting distribution. Just as with human song, arch and descending contours
were common shapes. Furthermore, arches were signiﬁcantly
more common than V-shaped contours, and descending contours
were signiﬁcantly more common than ascending contours, as
predicted by the motor constraint hypothesis (both P < 0.0001,
binomial test).
The analysis above depended on reducing each pitch–time
contour to three pitch values, to classify them into different shapes.
This procedure suggested that arch and declining contours were
dominant shapes in both human and avian song. As an independent check on this ﬁnding, we conducted an ancillary analysis that used much more pitch information from each contour.
Speciﬁcally, for human song phrases and birdsong notes, we normalized the duration of all pitch–time contours and then averaged
them, to produce average melodic shapes in each domain. The
average shapes of both human song phrases and birdsong notes
reﬂected the dominance of arch and declining contours, supporting the ﬁndings of our main analysis (Fig. S1).
Phrase-Final Note Duration and Articulatory Constraints. In human
song (and speech) the last note of phrases tends to be relatively
long (25, 26). To examine our corpus for this pattern, we computed the relative duration of all phrase-ﬁnal notes in our human
songs. Speciﬁcally, for each phrase we computed each note’s
duration relative to the average duration of all notes in that
phrase (Experimental Methods). Across all phrases in the corpus,
we then averaged the relative duration of phrase-ﬁnal notes and
nonﬁnal notes. Phrase-ﬁnal notes were signiﬁcantly longer than
nonﬁnal notes [mean (SD) of 1.58 (0.74) vs. 0.93 (0.39), t =
134.3, P < 0.0001]. Again, this held for the corpus as a whole and
for Chinese songs analyzed separately.
What motor constraint might underlie this pattern? Human
song (like speech) is characterized by rapid changes in the shape
of the vocal tract, which serve to change its resonating properties
(26). These movements typically cease momentarily at song
phrase boundaries (e.g., when drawing the next breath), and the
ease of slowing the articulators before coming to a complete stop,
vs. stopping abruptly, could underlie the tendency for relatively
long notes at phrase endings (29). Like humans, many birds also
actively and rapidly change the shape of their vocal tract during
song production to emphasize or attenuate certain frequencies
(15, 30). Because these movements cease at the end of a song, the
motor constraint hypothesis predicts that birdsong will tend to
show long ﬁnal notes. For each birdsong we computed the relative
duration of each note by dividing each note’s duration by the
mean note duration in the song. By averaging the relative duration of song-ﬁnal notes vs. nonﬁnal notes, we found that ﬁnal
notes tended to be relatively long, just as in human song [mean
PNAS | September 13, 2011 | vol. 108 | no. 37 | 15513
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(SD) of 1.33 (0.74) vs. 0.97 (0.55), t = 7.6, P < 0.0001]. A birdsong
with a relatively long ﬁnal note is shown in Fig. 2C.
Small Pitch Jumps and Vibratory Constraints. It has long been observed that the jumps between adjacent pitches in human songs
tend to be small (i.e., there is an overall bias toward small pitch
intervals and hence “smooth” melodic contours) (8, 10, 31). One
simple way to demonstrate this is to randomly shufﬂe the order
of pitches in a musical phrase. The resulting random phrase
usually has larger jumps between adjacent pitches than the
original phrase (10) (Fig. 1D). This shows that the melodic
shapes of human musical phrases are smoother than one would
expect simply on the basis of the distribution of pitches within
a phrase. According to the motor constraint hypothesis, this bias
toward small pitch intervals is due to the fact that small pitch
jumps are easier to produce than large ones, because large jumps
require sudden contraction or relaxation in the muscles controlling vocal fold tension. This hypothesis predicts that birds
that have two sets of sound-producing labial folds should be less
inﬂuenced by this constraint. This is because birds, unlike
humans, can adjust tension separately in the labia on the two
sides of their syrinx. Thus, by maintaining separate tensions on
the left and right pair of labia, large pitch jumps can be made by
alternating sound production between these structures, without
demanding sudden large changes in the tension of labia on
either side (18).
To test this idea, we quantiﬁed the degree of bias toward small
intervals in human song and birdsong. Inspired by von Hippel
(10), we created a measure called the “interval compression
ratio” (ICR), deﬁned as the mean absolute interval size (in
semitones) for a melody with its pitches randomly reordered,
divided by the mean absolute interval size for a melody with its
pitches in their original order. (For this analysis, birdsongs were
ﬁrst converted to sequences of discrete frequencies, using the
median frequency of each birdsong note. Note that this conversion
did not involve mapping birdsong notes onto human musical
scales, nor did it force the intervals computed between the discrete
frequencies into integer values to resemble human music. Instead,
pitch intervals in birdsong could take on continuous values, e.g.,
2.3 semitones. Further details in SI Experimental Methods.)
The larger the ICR, the more biased a melody is toward small
intervals. ICR values for human song phrases and birdsongs
were positively skewed and hence were compared using nonparametric statistics. The median ICRs for birdsong and human
song phrases were 1.21 and 1.46, respectively (Fig. S2 shows
the distributions of avian and human ICR values). This difference was statistically signiﬁcant (Mann-Whitney U test, U =
1,099,510, P < 0.01), indicating that human songs were more
biased toward small pitch intervals, conﬁrming the predictions of
the motor constraint hypothesis. A similar result was obtained
via a Monte Carlo analysis in which subsets of the human song
corpus were chosen for comparison with birdsong, on the basis of
matching the number of notes in human song phrases and
birdsongs (SI Experimental Methods). The larger ICR value for
human vs. avian song held for the Chinese songs analyzed separately, when songs with at least six scale tones were analyzed (SI
Results). A birdsong with relatively large pitch jumps between
adjacent notes is shown in Fig. 2D.
It is worth noting that the decision to exclude birdsongs with
minimal pitch variation during our selection of 80 birdsongs
for this study should not bias our analysis, because the ICR
analysis is agnostic to the absolute amount of pitch variation
between notes. It simply compares the average absolute interval
size when the pitches of a sequence are randomly reordered vs.
when they are in their original order. Hence, as long as the notes
of a birdsong have nonzero variance among their median pitch
values (which is very likely in biological signals such as birdsongs),
the ICR analysis should be valid.
15514 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1103882108

Discussion
What governs the melodic shapes of human songs? By comparing
human and avian song we provide evidence that motor constraints, rather than innate factors, are the origin of several
widespread features in the structure of human song phrases. Of
course, once a regularity exists it can be exploited for communicative functions. Phrase-ﬁnal lengthening, for example, is regulated in human musical performance as a way of marking
structural boundaries (32). In the case of birdsong, it would be
interesting to study whether metabolically costly features in song
(i.e., those features that go against the motor constraints discussed in this article) are particularly attractive to females, who
could potentially use these features to assess male vigor (cf. 12).
A motor constraint hypothesis motivates further comparative
work with other species, because it makes testable predictions.
For example, it predicts that the pitch contours of vocalizations
made while inhaling [e.g., certain “ingressive” sounds made by
primates (33)] should not show a bias toward arch and declining
pitch contours, because they will not have the characteristic
pressure proﬁles associated with exhalation. Similarly, the motor
constraint hypothesis predicts that species that sing without
rapidly and actively changing the shape of their vocal tract
should not show a tendency to lengthen ﬁnal notes. Many frogs,
for example, produce songs without any salient active changes in
vocal tract shape (they produce sound by pumping air through
the larynx into a sac that distends passively) (34). Hence the
motor constraint hypothesis predicts that frog song, unlike human and avian song, will not show long ﬁnal notes.
The present work extends a long tradition of comparing the
structure of birdsong and human music (e.g., 35–38) but is distinguished by applying empirical methods to a diverse sample of
birdsongs and human songs, in the context of hypothesis-driven
research. We believe that such an approach can be used to discover many other similarities and differences between animal
songs and human music.
Experimental Methods
Pitch and duration values for human songs were imported from the Essen
database into MATLAB (MathWorks) using custom-written software in Python. In the Essen database, pitch values are coded as scale steps from the
tonic or structurally central pitch of the melody, and duration values are
coded as multiples of the shortest note in the song. For melodic contour
analyses of phrases, pitch values were converted into continuous functions of
pitch vs. time (pitch in semitones from the tonic pitch of the song, time
relative to shortest note) (Fig. 1B), and rests were eliminated. Only phrases
with at least ﬁve notes were used (77% of all phrases in the corpus), to
ensure that the pitch–time contours had enough material to assign
a meaningful shape. These contours were then sampled at 50 equally spaced
time points and then divided into consecutive segments of approximately
equal duration (17, 16, and 17 points). The mean pitch of each segment was
computed, and the resulting three pitch values were classiﬁed into one of
nine contour shapes as described in the text. For this analysis pitch values
were marked as equivalent if the differences between them did not exceed
0.2 semitones.
For the phrase-ﬁnal duration analysis of human music, note durations in
each phrase were ﬁrst expressed relative to the shortest note in the phrase
[e.g., the third phrase of Fig. 1A would have durations of (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2)].
The average duration of all notes in the phrase was then computed, and
each note’s duration was expressed relative to this average duration. In
doing this analysis, phrases ending in rests were excluded, and if a phrase
had internal rests, the durations of these rests were excluded from the
analysis. [In the preceding example, the average duration would be 1.22,
and relative note duration would thus be (0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82
1.64 1.64)]. These relative duration values were used to compute the average
duration of phrase ﬁnal vs. nonﬁnal notes across phrases in the corpus (N =
36,313 phrases).
Birdsongs were selected according to the criteria stated in the Introduction. Furthermore, all birdsongs consisted of a sequence of notes
preceded and followed by a long pause relative to the duration of the notes
and were excluded if the song had minimal pitch variation (less than one
semitone difference between the highest and lowest notes, according to the
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median frequency of each note) or if any of the notes had two simultaneous,
distinct pitches (likely made with the “two voice” properties of the syrinx).
We sought songs meeting our criteria from the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, the Borror Laboratory of Bioacoustics, the British Museum Library,
CDs accompanying Nature’s Music, The Singing Life of Birds, and Music of
the Birds (39–41), and 12 Internet sources. Aiming for taxonomic diversity,
we originally hoped to collect one song for each of the 84 songbird (oscine)
families (42). However, because of our strict criteria and the nature of
available materials, we found samples for only 54 families. We then sampled
one more species from 26 of these families (sampling when possible from
the most speciose families), for a total of 80 songs and species (Table S2).
Narrow-band spectrograms were made of each song using SIGNAL (Engineering Design; SI Experimental Methods). The duration and fundamental
frequency of each note were extracted from spectrograms using an automatic spectral contour detection algorithm (SI Experimental Methods). The
resulting frequency contours were converted to pitch contours [i.e., all frequency points in the contour were converted to semitones from the mean
frequency of the note using the formula ST = 12*log2(F/mean(F)), where F is
the frequency of a data point in Hz and mean(F) is the mean frequency of the
note]. (Note that this conversion did not involve mapping birdsong notes into
the discrete pitches or intervals of human musical scales but simply converted
frequency contours in a linear Hz scale into pitch contours in a logarithmic

semitone scale, to study human and avian pitch contours in a comparable
way.) Bird note pitch contours were then sampled at 50 equally spaced time
points and classiﬁed into shapes using methods identical to those for human
song phrases. (Note that a signiﬁcant predominance of arch and descending contours vs. their inverse shapes was found whether frequency contours in Hz or pitch contours in semitones were used as the basis for
birdsong analysis.)
For song-ﬁnal duration analyses of birdsongs, the durations of notes in
each song were ﬁrst expressed relative to the shortest note in the song.
Analysis then proceeded in a manner identical to that for human songphrases.
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